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Anthony Patterson Management School, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, Merseyside, UK Abstract Purpose – This paper makes the case for the use of real diaries as an alternative methodology in marketing research. It is argued that Qualitative Diary Research (QDR) in marketing and consumer research is an innovative way to capture rich insights into processes, relationships, settings, products and consumers. Design/methodology/approach – To illustrate the utility of QDR this paper explores the phenomenon of text messaging. One hundred and twenty two “texters” were recruited to maintain personal introspective diaries for 1 week; recording, not only each of their incoming and outgoing text messages, but also the personal thoughts that each communication initiated. The paper then offers a frame narrative that attempts to analyse, interpret and re-present the embedded diary narratives. Findings – This empirical analysis illustrates that ODR is particularly suited to exploring processes, relationships, settings, products, and consumers. It is shown how the arrival of a text message and its actual content can create: consumer excitement when text messages arrive, consumer pleasure when constructing and deconstructing sent and received text messages, and provides a facility to lie and attract the opposite sex. The downsides of texting were also explored, such as how consumers loath getting either too many or too few text messages. Originality/value – ODR is a useful way of capturing genuine “thick description”. The use of real diaries presents an exciting methodological alternative for research in marketing and consumer behaviour. Keywords Qualitative research, Information research, Electronic mail, Records management, Consumer behaviour Paper type Research paper
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Dear diary Qualitative diary research (QDR) is an innovative way to capture rich insights into processes, relationships, settings, products, and consumers. A diary is a personal record of daily events, observations and thoughts. In a research context, “diaries are self-report instruments used repeatedly to examine ongoing experiences”; they “offer the opportunity to investigate social, psychological and physiological processes within everyday situations” (Bolger et al., 2003, p. 580). Qualitative diaries should not to be confused with the quantitative household diaries that market research companies (e.g. Nielsen Media Research) use to collect and track data. On the contrary, this paper makes the case for the use of real diaries as an alternative methodology in marketing research. Real diaries like those that document the throes of adolescence angst, literary legacies of writers, private worlds of politicians and the fictional lives of characters like Adrian Mole and Bridget Jones (Taylor and Taylor, 2001). The use of QDR in marketing and consumer research is, not so much maligned, more ignored. Rarely mentioned in qualitative marketing and management textbooks, beyond the most perfunctory of descriptions (Gummesson, 2000; Carson et al., 2001;



Hackley, 2003), QDR is seen as just a supporting act – a subsidiary – to the big name methodologies that get star billing in titles and abstracts. If ever utilised, it usually takes the form of a researcher-driven diary that acts as an information repository, an amalgam of thoughts and reflections (with comments summaries and quotes), methodological notes, unresolved problems, issues or questions, plans for action, keywords and visual material. Arnould (1998) has remarked that the use of consumer diaries could yield promising directions for the field of marketing and consumer research, but few studies, if any, have taken advantage of a diary-centred approach. It is surprising that diary-based research has not been given more attention in our field. After all, it is a tried and tested methodology in other disciplines like psychology (Frohlich and Meston, 2002), education (Platzer et al., 1997) and feminist studies (Reinharz and Davidman, 1992). The general acceptance of the “linguistic turn” (Stern, 1989) in our discipline and the highly reflexive methods that emanate from it: introspective research (Gould, 1991; Holbrook, 1995; Shankar, 2000), narrative analysis (Scott, 1994; Shankar et al., 2001), phenomenological-based research (Thompson et al., 1994) and storytelling (Hopkinson and Hogarth-Scott, 2001) also suggest that diary research should rank higher up the qualitative market research pantheon. Underlying this assertion are the frequent calls in marketing and consumer research to pay closer regard to “the texts of everyday lives” (Thompson et al., 1989). Contemporaneously, we live in an age of notoriety where the public demands as much dirty linen as the media can get its grubby hands on. Our appetite for kiss and tell tabloid tales such as Beckham’s recent “textual relations” with Rebecca Loos, and broadsheet columns a` la The Men I Never Slept With and A Life in the Day of. . . is seemingly insatiable. Sales of blank dairies are soaring (Campbell, 2002), and meanwhile, the success of fictionalised first person diaries – of which Bridget Jones’s Diary is the clear archetype – suggests that many of us prefer to remain oblivious to escalating global problems, and instead focus on the personal politics of our own lives by reading reflective fiction. The come lately success of weblogs – essentially online diaries, kept by vainglorious egocentrics that long for anyone to read their day and daily muse – is also symptomatic of this phenomenon. Marketing academics have been slow to follow suit, but a few while not exactly memorialising the daily minutiae of their lives are getting intimate online. Have you stumbled across the web site of Stephen Brown (www.sfxbrown.com), wherein he recounts his “Barneys” with other academics and writes passionately about his “Big Plans” for the future? Or what about Roger Blackwell’s web site (www.rogerblackwell.com) where you can read his ten rules for a successful life? Amongst the pearls of wisdom therein, he advises that you should “eat healthy and exercise regularly” and that “love conquers everything”. Thanks for that Roger! As has been suggested, this obsession with first-person narrative seems to stem from a search for meaning? Perhaps within these works people hope to find a depth of insight about their personal lives that they are incapable of articulating themselves? The power of diaries to do just that is underlined by the authors of The Assassin’s Cloak: An Anthology Of The World’s Greatest Diarists: “In their diaries, we can hear them speak, listen to them think, watch them act, follow their lives like a shadow” (Taylor, 2003, p. 18). If these speculations hold true, we as consumer and marketing researchers need look no further than qualitative consumer diaries to provide a deep, or at least a different understanding than that which is typically attained from traditional
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qualitative methods like depth interviews and focus groups. The best way to demonstrate the utility of QDR is, of course, by providing the reader with a working example. I (yes “I” did use the singular “I”) hope to achieve this by drawing on my personal experience of conducting diary-based research. This experience was acquired while conducting an ongoing multi-method research project into how young people use text messages (Patterson et al., 2003).



144 Text messaging The last decade has witnessed an extraordinary and, it seems, ever growing enthusiasm for communicating via short message service (SMS) – a mobile phone add-on, known to the masses as texting. Text message mania has penetrated every department of life. Look around you; head-bowed, thumb-poised “textperts” are everywhere. They have been credited with developing a new shorthand language, vowel-poor and acronym-rich that has been praised and derided in equal measure. Some of texting’s most ardent fans have become so enamoured with this new form of communication that they have developing text message injury while others have been admitted to addiction clinics to help them control their rampant thumbs. To the rest of us, texting is proving useful in all kinds of everyday situations, particularly when it comes to managing the politics of our lives: winning over potential partners, keeping in contact with friends and even overthrowing the odd government (it worked in the Philippines!) Truly, text messages are beeping and vibrating their way into our cultural conscience. They are reengineering the way people, especially the young, interact, date, socialise and communicate and like it or not, in this “mobilized world” (Lindgren et al., 2002) it is virtually impossible to venture anywhere – the cinema, the supermarket, the gym, the restaurant – without hearing the unmistakable beep-beep that signals, “1 message received”. Yet to those outside the phenomenon, what is actually being sent and received remains a mystery, as is the form, function and flow of these text messages. While there are studies of relevance to texting in the areas of language and linguistics (Johnson and Meinhof, 1997), the sociology of communication (Hutchby, 2001; Fox, 2001), and the emerging realm of cyber communications (Springer, 1996; Danet, 2001), these studies do not address the nuances that are particular to texting. This study then, seeks to redress this gap in the literature, by exploring the themes that makes texting such a “killer app” (Downes et al., 1998) among young consumers and in so doing, to also shed light on the utility of QDR. Diary dabbling My experience with diary research, at least until now, has met with mixed results. The first attempt, a collaborative effort, was published at a recent European Advances in Consumer Research Conference (Patterson et al., 2003). We asked 105 undergraduate students over a week-long period to keep qualitative diaries, dubbed “text-books.” Reviewers of our article were kind, they did not mention the lack of “thick description”, but personally we were rather disappointed by the “thin description” inherent in our qualitative analysis of texting behaviour. Of course, making mountains out of molehills is something that academics pride themselves on (how many daylong lectures hang on a point that can be summarized in a sentence?), so dutifully we cobbled together an acceptable conference paper.



Our main problem in attempting to capture the diary data was that our diary design had too many specifics. We were following guidelines provided by Michael Brown (1992) in the Journal of the Market Research Society who advised a tightly controlled diary design that included specific diary-keeping instructions, pages demonstrating the correct manner of diary keeping, and an actual diary that would capture every eventuality that could possibly arise (with date, time, place and person catalogued, boxes ticked, feelings logged, responses recorded). Predictably, the design was overworked, such that in the end diarists simply lost interest and completed them only half-heartedly. Follow up interviews with the diarists, revealed that the diary design was too much of a straitjacket, that rather than encourage, it only served to stifle their qualitative creativity and enthusiasm. Not easily dissuaded, the second time around a very different approach was utilized. The original diary design was abandoned in favour of a real diary, one that contained nothing but blank pages and was entirely without template (Taylor, 2003). A new batch of 122 student “texters” were recruited and asked to maintain a personal introspective diary for 1 week recording all text activity, including both incoming and outgoing messages, as well as the additional thoughts that each text message provoked. This study was best suited to what the literature on diaries terms, “an event-contingent design”, rather than an interval or signal design, since it alone is capable of responding to specialised occurrences, such as the unpredictability of text message arrival (Bolger et al., 2003). Since diaries are primarily considered private documents, it was necessary to sidestep any ethical concerns by taking steps to ensure that participation in this project was entirely voluntary, and that the anonymity of all diarists and anyone mentioned in the actual text messages was protected. The resulting diaries, as the analysis will hopefully illustrate, were not only a pleasure to read, but collectively they contain kernels of insight that would remain hidden to traditional qualitative designs. In addition, diary-based research has unique advantages that improve upon similar introspective techniques. Of course, the success of any QDR project will depend to a large extent on the researcher’s tacit knowledge and ability to intelligently analyse, interpret and re-present the raw diary data into some sort of logical schema. Specifically, this would involve, as the empirical section below illustrates, creating a frame narrative that makes sense of the embedded diary narratives. This frame narrative might simply present the themes derived from the data and/or draw on existing or emergent theory to explain the phenomenon under investigation. If successfully accomplished the hope is that the depth of insight in the resultant exegesis could prove to be so provocative that literally and figuratively it would be an incendiary device, a ticking time bomb primed to detonate reader understanding. Diary delving What did I discover while sifting through the diaries of my students? Well contrary to a widespread mythology that today’s students are too debt-ridden and exhausted from all the “McJobbing” they do to actually enjoy themselves, I can confirm that the truth is as it always was. All the cliche´s still hold: students sleep into the afternoon; they watch too much TV; rarely attend lectures; get drunk every night; and enjoy healthier sex lives than the rest of us. A key mediator of these intrinsically “interesting” lives is undoubtedly the very active text message activity that usually begins each and every
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day with the arrival of a text message pulling them from their slumber. Yet despite the matter-of-fact presence of text messaging in their lives and the doggerel that constitutes much of their textual relations, the arrival of a text can still be quite an enthralling event: I have got to admit, it still gives me a funny little feeling in my tummy when I receive a text message. I don’t know if it’s the suspense, but I never seem to be able to open the phone quick enough. It could be anything from good news to bad news, a funny joke or even something rude. To me it’s a little like getting a letter through the post, when you know that it’s not a bill or a promotional offer, but a hand-written letter. (Female 19) The radio in the bar buzzed so I knew I was about to receive another text message and I’ve this feeling of anticipation. I love that. I always get really excited when I know I am going to receive a message. I don’t understand people who receive a text message and don’t read it straight away. In fact it really annoys me when people do that. The message said “no uve got me all wrong at least u have redeemed urself by bein in the pub. Have fun and we will b sure to wakeu up when we get in2” I haven’t had a good nights sleep since I got to university. This is the life. I love it. (Female 19) Its funny how two little beeps can bring such excitement as you wait in anticipation to find out who the message is from and what it is they have to say to you. Then again those same two little bleeps can totally destroy you if the message is bad news. In this particular instance the message sound brought reasonably good news. Phew! (Male 19)



You would think that the palpitations and frenzied fumbling in trouser pockets the unexpected arrival of these messages provokes would be quite enough for any mobile phone user to handle, but for many this is really only the beginning. According to some of the diaries, the message content often has the potential to provide a satisfaction all of its own. IF UR IN UNI RING US AND IL MEET U IN TOWN ALEX” I shouldn’t have read it really, the block capitals make it look urgent, I desperately want to find out what it’s about, why he wants to meet me? Has he phoned that girl he met on Saturday? Does she want to meet him? Is it good or bad news? Dave’s voice is drowned out, by the thoughts in my head, wondering what does Alex want to meet me for? The noise of the clock tick, tick, tick, won’t this lecture ever fucking end? I feel that I am sweating, pouring with the intriguing nature of the text, how can such a short group of words send my imagination into overdrive? (Male 19) This is out of the blue. Minelle. . . minelle!!! My God I haven’t been called that in ages. My nickname at school after Lisa Minelli. I feel so homesick. It makes me reminisce of old times. I miss my friends. Anyway these sporadic messages from my real friends make me feel slightly better. I can start to feel my spirits lifting. (Female 19) Result!! It’s an ex girlfriend I haven’t seen since I left home. She was a really nice girl and I sat struggling to remember why we split up. She seemed upbeat in the text, which is good because it told me there was no animosity between us. There were plenty of questions too, she wants a reply!! That is the beauty of text how you can still keep in touch and yet don’t need to look too desperate. That is if you remember to text back! I can guarantee that she never would have rung me out of the blue like that but with texting its ok. (Male 20) A weird man from Nepal is talking to me on messenger! What a wonderful way to start off the day! I am on the bus and want to laugh out loud to myself but know that this will look very odd to many people on the bus. Only Jenny my housemate could send me a weird message like this! Last week it was a text message about a show called “eggheads”, this week about men on the Internet! I think I’ll have to lure her out of the house and get some fresh air! I’ll be



back at home soon and so decide to wait until I get there to find out what this is all about. I am very curious I must admit. (Female 18)



Sometimes, of course, the initial excitement can call to quickly dissipate when the realization dawns that the text message just received is completely unrelated to the daydreams of the diary keeper in question. The fact that their exs remain resolute that the relationship is over and their dream dates are still oblivious to their charms is tough luck, but it is hardly the fault of texting: a lesson of which most diarists are acutely aware. If anything, they realise that it was nice to be tantalised by the prospect of what the text could have contained and although ultimately thwarted, they seem glad of the opportunity to inject a little reality into their dreams while at the same time keep them intact. Everyone knows the familiar warning, be careful what you wish for . . . . New message Candice: “hey wanna come round for a quiky. I’m so desperate for your sweet lovin, wb from your sexy school girl” now that’s got everyone’s attention, shame I just made it up to keep myself and you readers interested. Believe me, if I got a text like this I could write 2000 words on my feelings alone, but I never do, so I just continue with my boring monotonous texts. (Male 18) Oh, the message is from David, I am gutted it is not from Sally. I thought we were going to get into a bit of a girly text conversation, text messages flying back and forth all night – bit of a shame, still perhaps she’ll text tomorrow. (Female 27) Maybe the message is from Daniel, the ex that I just can’t seem to get over. All day I’ve been thinking the same question over and over in my head. Does he still like me? Caught up in the hope that there is still a chance for us I eagerly read the message? Turns out it is not from him. Ah well, maybe next time! (Female 18)



Aside from facilitating the diarist’s everyday contemplations, there is another component of texting that most diarists explain with surprisingly credible sociological contextualisation – what it does for their social standing. Observing the remote inquisitiveness of those who hear their text message arrive makes them feel socially superior, as the following diary quotes demonstrate: These two beeps are quiet and subdued enough to be discreet, but loud enough to let those who doubted my social esteem (because I was sitting alone on the bus) know that others do want to communicate with me. This is the joy of the text message. Unlike a phone call, it allows you to look sociable and sought after, even if it is only your mum asking you what you want for dinner that evening. (Female 19) Standing in the queue in the match box off sales I hear the cool ringing tone of my text alert, a few customers look around them unconsciously. I let it ring another time just to annoy them. As I open my message I think to myself “ha, ha, somebody loves me and the whole place knows – I love it when that happens. Better still, when you’re in the shopping centre and your phone rings everybody puts their hands to their pockets in search of their phones, and women lift their handbags to their ears. I answer my phone slyly and observe the disappointed look on their faces. I hate it though when the situation is reserved!! (Female 21) Just as we hit another almighty pothole in the road and the bus wobbles I hear the distinctive double beep that can only mean one thing – someone has received a text message. At least 5 people on the bus dig around in their bags excitedly and for the first time today I smile almost gloatingly as I know it was my phone that received the message. (Male 18)
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I look around the bus in a sly fashion when my phone alerts me that I have a new text message. People immediately start to check their phones on the off chance that it was theirs or they have one too. Ha ha ha check me out, it’s mine! (Female 18)



In addition to the flush of self-worth that texting can precipitate, many of the diarists articulate another unique facet of texting – its ability to mask the truth. Texting, as we will see, facilitates the telling of lies, and as everyone familiar with Oscar Wilde’s famous essay entitled The Decay of Lying should know, lying is infinitely preferable to the finality of truth. “Lies . . . ” as another brilliant writer put it, “. . .ramify in all sorts of unexpected directions, complicating things, knotting them up in themselves, thickening the texture of life. Lying makes a dull world more interesting. To lie is to create. Besides, fibs are more fun and liars, I am convinced, life longer” (Banville, 1993, p. 191). While I’m not certain that texting will actually extend your life expectancy (clearly a longitudinal study is needed, anyone?), the diary data does seem to suggest that the remove of texting does, at least, make telling lies easier and absolve some of the associated guilt: My reply is a complete blag, but then I guess that’s the beauty of text messages. I’m an utterly crap liar, completely transparent, my facial expressions and faltering voice relay the truth immediately. Yet with texts I have no red cheeks or stumbling words to contend with, I can carefully construct my “little white lies” and cause much less stress (well for myself anyway!!) (Female 20) As happy as I am to receive a text message from Brian, it brings with it a certain amount of dread. I now have to tell a little white lie. Hey, been at training all week. Was gonna pop in tomorrow. Thanks but its Declans birthday so I’ll have to entertain on that front tonight. Have a wicked night and see you soon! Kate.” Why is it that you always feel the need to come up with an excuse for not going out? Truth be told I wouldn’t mind so much going out, Brian’s a good guy and I’m sure it would be a laugh, but I just can’t be bothered tonight. (Female 22) “Can’t bird. Got to go for dinner with the inlaws. Yawn. Yeah I’m at t’s. c u Monday xx” Lies lies lies. . .I’m so naughty. It’ll be alright. I’m not hurting anyone. (Female 20) “Sorry I missed your messages, I went to bed as soon as I came home from Uni xx” What a load of bollocks! I really hope she believes me, if not I’m screwed! (Male 19)



Beyond the manifold pleasures that receiving a text can deliver, the actual process of creating a text is an affirmative experience for most of our diarists. As a break from the general tedium of everyday life, they like nothing more than to construct a good text message. Some take great pride in their own linguistic flair, stopping to marvel at their handiwork, perhaps even saving it for future perusal. A “good” text message it seems should be impulsive, flippant, and off-the-cuff. Ironically, to achieve this effect a “textpert” needs to exercise the pedantic circumspection of an advertising copywriter, ruthlessly scrutinizing the tone, style and phraseology of any given message prior to communicating with the intended audience. As the diary extracts below will illustrate, writing a text message is not called “compose” for nothing. I consider what I have written and I am decidedly happy with it. Admittedly I should be, as it has taken about 10 minutes to write, after all. My boyfriend is forever despairing at how long it takes me to eventually send a text, as I incessantly change things around and frequently spend far too long deliberating what exactly to say. However I am pleased with my text; it



shows enough warmth with all the endearments, such as ‘cupcake’ ‘lizi-lou’ and three ‘x’s, which will make her feel pleased and reassure her that I am thinking about her, which was the initial aim of the text. (Female 20) After sending text messages, I nearly always read what I have written to find anything that could be misinterpreted. Luckily this time, my text struck the right balance – it was polite enough but vague . . . . (Male 20) I ensure that I give my text a mildly gratifying quality because firstly, I want her to agree with what I am suggesting and secondly, I want her to know that I am her friend. I achieve this quite generally by inquiring about her weekend and then I put an‘x’ at the end. This means that my text adopts a friendly and engaging tone, which is what I need to make sure I get the most positive answer possible. I also choose to ask her what she thinks because I don’t want her to think that I am being dictatorial (Female 18)



This last point empirically illustrates what Mick and Fournier (1998) label as a central paradox of all technological products. On one hand, technological products are often hailed as time-savers, but as their utility becomes apparent they ultimately steal more and more of our time. The same paradox can be witnessed at the receiver’s end. They can spend hours revelling in the analysis of each message received, turning it every which way, exploring all possible motives, meanings and connotations. Each is a written riddle that they have been set to solve. Even after their own text-mortem is complete they often seek second opinions from their close friends to support or dispute their deeply nuanced reader responses. Never, as the cliche´ goes, has so little meant so much: The first message I received was from my ex-boyfriend. He had been texting me a lot lately because he wants to get back together. He is a being a bit of an idiot. I was disappointed when I realised it was him that had texted me. It was only like 11 o’clock; he always texts me at this time to pretend he is asleep and not going out, when really he is just in bed pining after me. It is such a lie! I might have been taken in by it a few years ago when we were still together, but now please give me some credit! I am not that naı¨ve anymore. I am not going to text him back. (Female 20) I realize I have to text to return the favour and put a little x at the end to show my interest. This is something I’ve never considered doing before talked to my mate Jake, who seems to no more about the ins and outs of texting than most people. My question also doesn’t quite make sense. This is so there’s room for reply whilst also being quite final, but thought provoking. For quite a mundane message, its quite deep. It’s all about the text tactics. (Male 19) “What ya doing, Christmas night my mum is having a party in ours and ya welcome if ya want just bring a bottle. Love Sarah xxx” As usual, I’m wandering who has sent me a message and I’m surprised to see it is Sarah. A good friend but not a close one who rarely if ever texts me. Something tells me that she didn’t send this message especially to me, but the same exact text to everyone who is invited to this party. There is no mention of my name. This text reveals two things about Sarah. The causal tone of it reflects her attitude to life, that she’s an alcoholic (a bit of an exaggeration). What does she mean, you’re welcome if you like – just bring a bottle? I’m guessing the bottle represents the entrance fee for this party . . . .This is the second reason why I think the same text has been sent to everyone. Why would one person ask another to bring alcohol when they know that the person doesn’t drink? (Female 19)
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The play on words that hacks unfailingly select when reporting on texting, The Joy of Text (Benson, 2000) and The Good Txt Guide (Precision Marketing, 2001), to name but two, suggests that “texters” have lecherous intentions. There is a considerable weight of evidence in this diary study to collaborate this theory. Texting does provide a way for tongue-tied adolescents to speak without speaking, spare red-faced blushes, declare intentions, offer invitations, and at the same time, avoid the abjection caused by face-to-face rejection. “Hiya, sorry I didn’t text back, I’ve been in the gym! Yeah I would love to go for a drink. Where and when do you fancy? Xxx Oh you beauty. Could I have received a better reply? (Well yes, but its too early in our budding relationship for that) There were so many positives to come from it. She actually wants to go for a drink with me, she would in fact “love” to! The fact that her reason for taking so long was her being in the gym is also good news because she will remain fit and energetic which is crucial! The hard part has been done, I now need to arrange the date and she will be mine. Again the joy of texting is evident. Without this device I would have had to do this verbally which would have been highly embarrassing as nerves kick in most men turn into Gareth Gates when approaching an attractive woman, but with texting you can be smooth all the time, what a great invention. (Male 19) That’s the thing with texts you see. Things that would never be said in a face-to-face conversation, or even on the phone, can be discussed in explicit detail. To be fair, we’d been having a bit of a fling for some time, and then he moved to Aberdeen of all places! He’d convinced me that we could make it work, that he was ready to settle down, and with a lack of other appealing options, I agreed to give it a go. Thirty plus texts later, there we were, an item! (Female 20) On my way back from University on the executive 699 bus, I think about my love life and the fact that I need a new woman in my life. I therefore scan through the numbers in my phone book looking for a girl I would like to take out. I select Isobel. She is a stunning girl, well out of my league but I feel I might as well go for it. I spend a few minutes constructing the perfect message asking her if she would like to go for a drink sometime. I hate doing things like this but it has to be done and this girl would be quite a catch so I proceed. The question is will she reply? You bitch. If you’re not interested then you could at least tell me. It is incredibly rude not to text back, give me a pathetic excuse, anything other than completely ignoring me! Finally my phone beeps, this is it, the moment of truth, I am filled with excitement. It is like Christmas morning. . . .Fuck off Alex you prick. How dare he build my hopes up like that! (Male 18)



As some of the above diary extracts illustrate, the temptation to use texting to connect with the opposite sex was just too great for many of our diarists to resist, especially in the wee small hours of the morning when alcohol, loneliness and lust affected their better judgement. The inevitable regret suffered the morning after, and the frantic scramble to see how bad the message actually was, is but one of the serious drawbacks of texting. Our diarists reported many more. One of the most mortifying of which is the embarrassment a text message can cause when it is received in a text-taboo environment like a lecture theatre, cinema or job interview room. My phone, that’s my phone. Shit . . . .I didn’t even realise it until the lecture came to an abrupt halt. This new fucking phone. Why did it have to have an unconventional ring tone I’m not familiar with? A lecture theatre filled with 200 people and my phone disrupts this very interesting discussion on. . . Taylorism. Everyone is shuffling and looking around to see



whom the blameworthy culprit is. My face is going red, but feign to be as sinless as the student next to me. I pretend to be concerned and join the crowd in turning my head in every which way, to see who has put a standstill on my concentration and thus harming my education. Suddenly the signs seem to be illuminated, like flashing lights have been fitted around it. “ALL MOBILE PHONES MUST BE SWITCHED OFF” My heart beats faster and faster, boom boom, boom boom, boom boom. (Female 21)
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I’m peacefully falling asleep in my lecture and my phone violently vibrates . . . oops. I really should have learnt by now to put it actually on silent. Vibrate should really be renamed to loud noise if you leave it on a hard surface. Red faced I read.
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Hi f, left loo rolls behind ur bin, im scared of our cleaners. (Female 21)



The pain of such short-lived embarrassment, however, would be welcomed by a certain section of our diarists, if they could just be given some relief from the bombardment of messages that constantly assault their inbox. Engaging in “textathons” with all kinds of social reprobates: stalkers, spammers, obsessives and ex-partners is the last thing they want to do, but sometimes there is no escape: I’m forcefully awakened by that god-awful “beep-beep sound of a text message. I really don’t need this yet, not before I’ve had my 7th coffee. Now my head is spinning and my ears are ringing. I think I might cry. Just as I find myself trying to recall what caused this disturbance I remember. With as much enthusiasm as I can muster I focus my eyes on the little screen in my hand. It’s a good thing my mobile is from an era long forgotten, had the text been any smaller I don’t think I could have managed to make out the words. (Male 19) I replied if only to make myself feel better. It’s a little soul-destroying waiting for that message, which will never arrive, and I didn’t want to inflict such a feeling on a friend. I just hope that my reply doesn’t spark off yet another pointless conversation between the two of us; I’m too tired for that. Don’t get me wrong, Elle’s cool, I love her to bits, but I hate her texting habits. She ju8st sends too many! I have to send her 10 just to get rid of her! I know, I know, that sounds harsh, but it really does irate me. Every time I think I’ve sent the perfect “fuck off” message she just throws more back at me! (Female 20) Unfortunately he has now decided, I’m the closest thing he has to a friend and won’t stop calling me to whine for 2 hours every night as well as texts every hour to update me on how much worse the situation has become. . . “Hey sk8s.Woke up feeling HORRIBL this morning. why wont the pain go away? Maybe we can talk?” He’s driving me insane. Someone needs to shoot him to put him out of his misery. I can’t believe anyone would write these kinds of texts to someone they hardly know. I’ve tried the whole “shoulder to cry on” thing, but that didn’t work – he cried on it for over a week, I’ve tried to cheer him up, but every time I make him laugh, he thinks of Joanne and cries more. I give up, and I’m scared to text back because he might phone me. I delete the text and throw the duvet cover over my head. (Female 21)



Yet a far, far worse fate than getting too many text messages is, of course, getting too few text messages. It’s all very well, having the latest deluxe, super-duper mobile, complete with mega-pixel camera and bluetooth capability, but if you do not have anyone to text, well, what is the point? It is akin to being all dressed up with nowhere to go. Life as a “texter” suffering from empty inbox syndrome can be hard to bear, as the quotations below attest:
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Being a firm believer in the traditional view that men should always chase women, I have a firm rule that I never text guys I like first. This is actually sometimes a little difficult but I wouldn’t want to appear too keen, would I? In some cases I can actually be waiting quite a while and it can be a little frustrating. I have come to discover that “a watched phone never beeps” (Female 18) I haven’t received any text messages so far today. It is pathetic that this bothers me? I hate when people send useless texts that ask you what you are doing, but right now I’d settle for one of them. I begin to wonder if my phone is not working properly, maybe people have been texting me all day and I haven’t any because there is a fault with the phone itself. I am trying to figure this out when I am greeted by the familiar beep and I am relieved that my phone is not broken after all. (Male 19) I waited for a reply . . . . and waited. There were two possibilities: my phone was broken, no longer able to receive messages or he hadn’t text me back. There was nothing I could do, so I attempted with great difficulty not to be bothered . . . . Oh, text me! (Male 19) Ok, I understand, I’m not loved today. I can’t believe that I’ve not received a single text message today. I can’t help but be upset, which sounds unbelievably stupid but just to hear the jingle on my phone when I receive a message, or just to randomly check my phone and see the words ‘one message received’, I can’t describe the feeling. There has to be an explanation for my lack of text messages, I blame Vodafone, what have they done with my messages? (Female 18)



Diary discussion This empirical analysis illustrates that QDR is particularly suited to exploring processes, relationships, settings, products, and consumers – none of these categories being discretely classifiable; such is the degree of overlap. For the purpose of this study, I opted to focus primarily on the latter category – consumers. It was shown how the arrival of a text message and the actual content can cause consumer excitement, how consumers acquire pleasure through constructing the messages sent and deconstructing the messages received, and how texts could be used to tell lies and attract the opposite sex. The downsides were also explored, illustrating how consumers loathed getting either too many or too few text messages. An unintentional by-product of this paper, but no less important, was revealing how little we, as researchers, really know about the world in which they young consumers live. This analysis broadly concurs with that offered by Ridderstra˚le and Nordstro¨m (2002, p. 210) who proclaim that, “Shopping and fucking are the only things that really motivate the younger generation”. Nonetheless, clearly marketers have much more to learn about the behaviour of the young consumer. Persuading them to keep diaries, which in any case is often seen as a teenager’s natural predilection, could help unveil the mystery of their motives. While consumer behaviour dominates much of this paper, it could easily have focused solely on any of the other remaining categories, each of which is ripe for diary-style research. The process of texting itself could have been explored to ascertain specifics of procedure and protocol. The relationship between texter and mobile technology could have isolated for thorough evaluation. The common settings where text messages take place could easily have been identified. The utility of the mobile phone product could have been elaborated. By way of example, I will illustrate how



invaluable QDR could potentially be to a mobile phone company seeking to learn more about the product features of their texting service. A quick scan through the diaries reveals, for instance, a number of features that consumers would like to see on their mobiles:
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I hate drunken text messages they can get you into so much trouble, you end up saying things to people that you don’t mean and make yourself look really stupid, I wish there was a device on my phone which stopped me sending messages after a certain time so that I wouldn’t embarrass myself so much. (Female 19)
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Perhaps in the future, texting will be voice activated and you won’t even have to elevate a finger to dispatch one! That would be tremendous! Possibly, even I could design it and make my millions that way! Maybe I’m still drunk conjuring up these illusions. (Male 22) I dislike writing short text messages. It is one of my pet hates, as I can’t help feeling that I’ve been cheated in a small way because I have not received entire value for money. In my reply to Clare, I only used 20 out of the 160 characters which are available to me, yet I still had to pay for the cost of a whole text message when, in actual fact, I had only actually used 12.5 per cent of it. How is that fair, I ask you? This works out at 0.6 pence per character, as opposed to the 0.075 pence it would have cost me had I used all of the 160 characters. This angers me. I must stress, however, that this is not because I am tight-fisted, but because I am on rip off “Pay-As-You-Go,” and “Orange Pay-As-You-Go” no less – it costs me. That is 2 whole pennies more than stand rates charged by other mobile networks. Surely they could use this weakness and turn it in to a competitive advantage by implementing a new system for texting on the Orange network? For example, if your text is less than 50 characters, they could charge a couple of pence less than the normal rate. This would mean that people who need to send a 1 word reply such as ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ would be able to do so without feeling as bitter about it. (Female 20)



Clearly, in these introspective soliloquies there is substantial food for thought for any mobile phone manufacturer to ponder. One could also speculate that diaries could usefully be employed to gain insights into the process, relationship, setting, product and consumer of other frequent-usage complex technological devices, such as game consoles, computers and MP3 players. Indeed, all manner of consumer behaviour phenomena could be examined through dairy-based research. Basically, anywhere qualitative research has already proven useful, QDR could also have potential. Nonetheless, like all forms of qualitative marketing research QDR presents difficulties that need to be addressed – in particular, how to motivate respondents to keep a diary on a regular basis. Undoubtedly, the workaday repetitiveness of making daily diary entries could be wearisome, especially for those that have little talent for translating thoughts into words. Nonetheless, if Nielsen can successful persuade thousands to participate in their quantitative diary panels; surely a similar compensatory scheme could engage the participation of a market sample of consumers in a QDR project. Clearly though, high levels of literacy are required for respondents to articulate anything of merit, so no prizes then, for guessing that young children will always be beyond the reach of diary-based research. Another possible objection to QDR stems from its reliance on the obsessive “I”. A point that overlooks the simple fact that everything that is written in marketing, however it is presented, remains always and ever an interpretation that is filtered through the author (Brownlie, 2000). Acknowledging this is still a mute point with many of the reviewers who are gatekeepers to our field. If at all possible, they prefer
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that all traces of the personal and subjective be removed from an article’s prose. Perhaps they need to consult their diaries, get in touch with their inner self and reflect upon the inescapable truth that everything written in marketing and consumer research is steeped in what Sherry and Kozinets (2001) call intraceptive intuition, which in simple terms means that regardless of methodology the researcher is always the paramount instrument of research. Many readers will have noted that QDR is a form of introspective research, but there is one crucial difference. It is that diary based research is typically not retrospective to the same degree as introspection, since it takes place immediately after the event in its natural, spontaneous context. Introspection, on the other hand, as Gould (1991) acknowledges and attempts to remedy, does have a retrospective shortfall and could potentially be plagued with biases due to the limited ability of participants to recall their experience (Wallendorf and Brucks, 1993). That QDR manages to circumvent this criticism is commendable. Conclusion An unwritten rule of most qualitative papers in marketing and consumer research is that Geertz’s (1973) term “thick description” should be cited at least a couple of times regardless of whether or not the paper’s content actually merits it. By associating an article with the Geertzian tradition a prospective author suggests, “it relies upon understanding informant’s points of view (emic) to portray broader cultural meaning (etic point of view)” (Spriggle, 1994), and more importantly that it has the credentials of “seeing into the soul” of the subject being explored. QDR, however, does genuinely merit the label “thick description”, if for nothing more than the fact that there are sustained passages where the text of the diaries is left to speak for itself without the imposition of any explicit theoretical frameworks or hypotheses that need tested or generalisations that need to be drawn (other than those which are mediated by my disciplinary bias, choice of language and personal decisions about what to include and not to include). The goal as Wolfe (1985, p. 72) eloquently puts it is to: “hope that a singular story, as every true story is singular, will in the magic way of some things apply, connect, resonate, touch a magic chord”. References Arnould, E. (1998), “Daring consumer-orientated ethnography”, in Stern, B.B. (Ed.), Representing Consumers, Voices, Views and Visions, Routledge, London. Banville, J. (1993), Ghosts, Quality Paperbacks Direct, London. Benson, R. (2000), “The joy of text the guardian”, available at: www.guardian.co.uk/weekend/ story/0,3605,327385,00.html (accessed 3 June). Bolger, N., Davis, A. and Rafaeli, E. (2003), “Diary methods: capturing life as it is lived”, Annual Review of Psychology, Vol. 54, pp. 579-616. Brown, M. (1992), “Diary measurement of radio listening”, Journal of Market Research Society, Vol. 34 No. 3, pp. 201-14. Brownlie, D. (2000), “Interpretation as composition: debating modes of representation in marketing research”, in Beckman, S. and Elliott, R. (Eds), Interpretive Consumer Research: Paradigms, Methodologies and Applications, Copenhagen Business School Press, Herndon, VA, pp. 47-86.
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phone user to handle, but for many this is really only the beginning. According ... I think I'll have to lure her out of the house and get some fresh air! I'll be ..... weakness and turn it in to a competitive advantage by implementing a new system for. 
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